THE CAMERA'S STORY OF THE ASSASSINATION OF JUGO-SLAVIA'S KING

THE SLAYER SLAIN—The saber of Mounted Lieut. Col., Pilet, striking down the assassin of King Alexander of Jugo-Slavia an instant after the fatal shots were fired.

THE ASSASSIN FIRING THE SHOTS that killed King Alexander and Foreign Minister Barthou of France at Marseilles. Lieut. Col. Pilet, at left, is turning on the slayer.

THE ASSASSIN'S PACT—"Petre Kailevski," identified by Jugo-Slavian officials as Ylada Goeq-goff Tchernozumdo, Macedonian terrorist, lying in death.

AS THEY SMILED IN THE FACE OF DEATH UNKNOWingly—King Alexander and Barthou riding through the streets of Marseilles just before the assassination.

THE SMOKE OF THE ASSASSIN'S GUN rising above the panic-stricken crowd that witnessed the slaying of King Alexander.